
 



 



In the box below please provide a brief explanation of why you chose to school choice into Nashoba Regional School District.
because of the reputation of the curriculum and academics
Academics and environment are a good fit for my children
Positive feedback from many other families who school choice into the NRSD.  Also had family who lived in and attended schools in the NRSD.  They also had very 
positive experiences.
The quality of the education provided through NRSD, we believe is far superior. Ultimately, we will be moving to the NRSD within the next year or two. Both my 
husband and I grew up in Lancaster and attended NRSD K-12. We are grateful for the education and the community. We would like to provide the same for our 
children.
smaller, more cohesive student body, better array of curriculum levels, excellent academic performance.

I felt that my son was not getting a quality education where he was attending school for many reasons.   I am from Stow and attended schools in the district 
growing up.  I have heard nothing book good things about the current educational experience in Bolton and wanted to be able to offer that to my son.

Larger, excellent academic reputation and overall more opportunities. Also during tour met very friendly &  caring staff and students.
NRHS has a wide variety of options with regards to classes and focus areas.  NRHS has a history and reputation which will help our student build a bright future.  
The NRHS student culture is positive and focused on making a difference.
The academic expectations and school social climate were a better fit for my child.  She has blossomed since coming to Florence Sawyer.
The curriculum was better suited for my students needs and the school ranking was better at Nashoba than my towns
I have worked for the district for 13 years.

She felt that Nashoba High School, teachers and students have a higher commitment to academics and excellence which would help her prepare for college.

We, as parents, want to give our child the best education possible and for us that means school choice.  Academically Nashoba is superior to any of the 
neighboring towns.  We were over joyed when our child entered Nashoba.  We are committed to supporting the school.
I do not like the Fitchburg School District and wanted better for my children. I went through the Nashoba school district and graduated from Nashoba. I worked for 
the district and have 6 relatives who currently attend school at Florence Sawyer as well as a brother in law who teaches there..

I subbed in the district and was very impressed.  My daughter was not happy in her school.  We applied for school choice for academic and social reasons.  It was 
ultimately her decision.  Since she has been at FSS, her self confidence has increased.  She has made strides both socially and academically.  Her friends and the 
teachers have made a world of difference.  Thank you for affording families the opportunity to enter such a wonderful school.

High academic standards and success of graduates for college acceptance.  Small town feel with a close and tight community.  Small classrooms with a very high 
level of dedication from all teachers, administrators and families.  

Our kids are thrilled to be part of the district.
academic history, consistency in above ave. test scores, classroom resources, location, larger high school, sports
I cannot thank the district enough for allowing my child this opportunity.  Superior education and atmosphere.  My child went from cruising with good grades to 
struggling, and now catching up to pace.  Nashoba opened our eyes.  This is a great program for families who can make it work, and students who are willing to be 
challenged.
Nashoba was a better school district than the one that we live in.

I am also employed by the district.
2 reasons:
1. I am a teacher at Leominster High and found it was difficult for my children and I to be at the same high school.
2. I felt the overall environment of Nashoba High would be a better match for my child.



My family and I take education very seriously.  Nashoba regional has an excellent reputation within Massachusetts as well as at the national level.  I have been 
very impressed with the cirriculum thus far as well as the level of community involvement.  I believe it take involvement from both aspects to create a well rounded 
educated child.
It was well known that the Nashoba School System had set a high standard set for education in the area. I/we were happy that we were able to enroll our student in 
this school system
I am very impressed with the school district  and it's commitment to the students. The main reason why I have chosen the district is because it is significantly 
smaller than where I live. I want my kids to be in smaller schools. In addition, I know how wonderful the high school is.
Good quality school, school located same distance from home
Nashoba School District has been wonderful to our family. Three of our children have been given the privilege of school choice and we hope our last two will be as 
fortunate. We couldn't ask for a better district to watch our children grow both in the classroom and out. We believe you possess exceptional teachers and many 
opportunities.
We are impressed with the smaller class sizes and the significantly better test scores.  We appreciate the emphasis on academic achievement and the availability 
of AP courses sooner than they are offered within our home district.
Nashoba has one of the best academic programs in the district. I'm honored to have my children attend Nashoba High School. They are doing VERY well in your 
program.
I have always heard wonderful things about nashoba regional school district .
Quality of instruction/well rounded curriculum, better communication and school community involvement, together with range of extracurricular opportunities of 
interest to my child.

We live on the Clinton/Lancaster line and like the Nashoba syst better than Clinton because Nashoba caters to the regular everyday kid and not only special needs.

We enrolled our daughter into the NRSD kindergarten 3 years ago because of the great school system and plans to eventually relocate to Bolton. We hope our 
youngest can enroll in kindergarten this year via school choice as our ability to relocate is still about 1 - 2 years away.
I believe that the school experience fundamentally shapes the life of the student.  I want my children to have school experiences that are positive, forward thinking, 
challenging, and offer opportunities of life enrichment.  NRSD offers these experiences.  I volunteer at school and occasionally substitute teach and have found 
faculty and staff to go above and beyond in their attitudes and interaction towards students.  I want my both children to have positive scholastic experiences and 
that can be found at NRSD.
We chose to school choice because we know that Nashoba is committed and dedicated to providing a quality education to it's students. We were impressed by the 
academic achievements of the students as well as the "specials" or enrichment activities offered during the school day in elementary school. We believe it provides 
a comprehensive approach to education. My parents live in Bolton and they were very impressed by the communications offered by superintendent Wood. We felt 
knowledgable about what was happening within the district.
My son was attending Nashoba high school.
We chose nashoba due to the class size, the reputation, and the high school excellence. In addition the additional enrichment Programs such as drama were 
important. Another major factor was the extended day program as we are both working and need a safe environment for them after school.
Great academic reputation! Smaller class sizes! Safe environment! Newer school.
In general NRSD offers better educational opportunities.
Parents I spoke with were pleased. 
Data suggested more student success than our local district (MCAS scores, graduation rates, percentages attending college after graduation.)
Better resources: Higher paid salaries, newer buildings, current equipment and teaching materials.



We live in Clinton and we chose to school choice our kids in the NRSD strictly for the educational benefit of our children.  There is quite a disparity amongst the 
school rankings from an MCAS perspective and we felt very fortunate that we had a local public school option where we were able to send our kids with a higher 
caliber of academics in a more desirable community.  We have 2 children at Sawyer in grades K and 2  (and one who will be entering kindergarten in Fall 2014 who 
we are hopeful to school choice as well).  Unfortunately the real estate market/ecomony has not allowed us the feasibility to relocate into the community which 
would be our preference and continues to be a goal of ours.  However we are very supportive of the school and the community through various means and have 
been extremely thrilled with both of our children's experiences at Sawyer.

I feel that the education at the secondary level in the NRSD would benefit my children because of the strong academic curricula offered and the smaller class sizes.

better rated schools...smaller environment....more safe.....more college bound peers..higher expectations
The excellent reputation of the school district. My parents
assist with child care: school drop off and pick up. They own
a home in Bolton and are readily available if our child needs
them. We plan to relocate to Lancaster or Bolton in the next
year or two as soon as we are able to sell our current home.
We wish to live in close proximity to our parents and the
Nashoba Schools.
There is no denying the prominent reputation of the Nashoba Regional School district.   The high school, the year we entered, was and continues to be ranked in 
the top 20 schools in Massachusetts.  As a parent, I wanted the best option for my children's education.  Aside from the numbers and rankings,  I chose to attempt 
school choice because, as a graduate, I know how great the district is first hand.
We had heard wonderful things about Nashoba Regional - that it was a proactive group of schools that had a lot of options for kids.  We were especially taken with 
differentiated learning policy.
I preferred to have my sons on the NRHS.
The Nashoba school district offers a more. Diverse and enriching educational experience than the school district within which I reside?
Opportunity of AP and advanced classes at the high school level; reputation of great district; small class sizes at Elementary and Jr High level.
Quality of education is our priority, and we felt that the NRSD would (and does) provide a more rigorous, well rounded and supportive environment.
After making a decision to leave the Clinton district, per recommendation of my daughter's therapist I applied to send her to Mary Rowlandson Elementary.  The 
environment is more nurturing, has smaller class sizes and suited her individual needs better.
Three years ago we made the decision to try to school choice our boys.  Our youngest was picked in the lottery for an opening in thr 3rd grade.  Our oldest has 
been placed into the sibling lottery for the oadt 2 years and he has always been picked one shy of the open seatings.  We choose to school choice for stronge 
academics that NRSD offers. We are very pleased with MRE and the teachers that my son has had!  Now if we could just get the boys in the same school 
districts... Snow days are a disaster ;)!
Three years ago we made the decision to try to school choice our boys.  Our youngest was picked in the lottery for an opening in thr 3rd grade.  Our oldest has 
been placed into the sibling lottery for the oadt 2 years and he has always been picked one shy of the open seatings.  We choose to school choice for stronge 
academics that NRSD offers. We are very pleased with MRE and the teachers that my son has had!  Now if we could just get the boys in the same school 
districts... Snow days are a disaster ;)!
I moved to Clinton so my children could attend St. Mary's. When that closed, they attended St. Michael's. When that closed, Nashoba schools had a far greater 
academic reputation than Cliinton schools. I put my sons wherever there was room in the Nashoba district.



-dedicated staff
-challenging academics
-differentiated instruction
-afterschool enrichment activities
-high achieving high school
-positive school culture
NRSD's reputation and proximity to our home.
Parent works in the NRSD.  We both appreciate the challenging academic environment created within the school system.
Our students were school-choice because of the high academic standards  and because special education is outstanding.  In addition, Nashoba offered a full-time 
kindergarten program which was not available in my town.
Nashoba has an excellent academic reputation.  Also, since it is a larger school than the one in the town where we reside, it offers our children more opportunities 
in terms of the courses offered and in terms of extra-curricular and social opportunities as well.   Overall, with a larger spectrum of both coursework and extra-
curricular activities, we feel Nashoba prepares our children better for college.
We chose Nashoba Regional School District for its academic standards.
The dedication to and the passion for student success were factors that made the most impact on my husband and myself. These factors are supported by strong 
MCAS scores and high graduation rates. We believe NRSD will provide our children with a superior education. We feel lucky to be able to give our boys this 
opportunity.
Both of our boys are school choice students who now attend the high school. We chose NRSD after looking at the school rankings, MCAS, reputation, small 
classes, and close proximity to our home. We also felt that the size of the student population and offerings were much better suited for our boys and that district 
had a solid handle on their educational goals and budget.
We chose the school choice because the school gives challenges and motivation to the students. And the student seems very happy and helpful to others. They 
also put very importance on educations.
I share custody and live in another town than his other parent.
Nashoba has good class sizes, offerings and great college preparation.
Both of my children attend the Florence Sawywe School in Bolton.  We chose FS because of the academics.
The reputation of the school district. We wanted more opportunities for our children.
After researching schools in the local area my husband and I felt that the quality of the education was superior to other school districts in the area.  We were also 
pleased with the districts approach to anti-bulling, respect and a collaborative sense of community between parents and school staff.  As a parent I volunteer 
frequently at FSS, my younger son accompanies me.  The school has been very supportive and welcoming of his presence.  Many other schools do not allow 
siblings in the classroom while parents volunteer (this was not a decision in school choicing).  It has been a wonderful experience and bonus to bring my youngest 
along.
It was a smaller district than the one in which we live and my children "do better" in smaller student to teacher ratios classrooms.  

It had more class options (for example my daughter wanted to take Latin and Spanish and in my district she would have only been able to take one language per 
year - Spanish OR Latin)

It was nationally ranked higher than my district (I had read an article in a magazine which had ranked the top high schools in the country, US News and World 
Report, I think and Nashoba made the list)

Having researched and met with the school adminstrators in several regional school systems, we felt that the NRSD community was the most open to parent 
interaction with their children and the school.  Having one child in Center School, we have seen first hand how this community circles around its education system.  
Not only is the expectation high for the students, but the district proactively invites participation from the parents and students of the community.



MRE has a great reputation in the community.  Parents I had spoken with all had very positive things to say about their child's experiences - academic and 
extracurricular -  at the school.  Nashoba is known for being an excellent school district as evidenced by impressive MCAS scores and all-around positive attitudes 
from parents and students.
The reasons behind our decision to school choice our two children was logistics.  Since I work within the district and live far from the district it was the only viable 
option that our family had if the employment options were to stay the way they were at that time.
Better educational opportunities and atmosphere
I work for the district. It is easier from a practical standpoint and I also believe my children should be able to benefit from my hard work.

As a teacher in the district, I was thrilled to have the opportunity to bring my oldest child to the school and district that I love.  We are so lucky to teach here and I 
think it demonstrates a strong belief in the work that we do that so many teachers bring, or would like to bring, their children here.  I have seen first hand the 
differences between two school systems and have been struck by how our district has been consistently on the cutting edge of curriculum development and the 
implementation of new avenues of learning.  I see teachers and students working everyday to achieve a high level of success and have been very pleased at how 
my child has been pushed to be the best she can be.  I love that I have an even stronger connection to the district now...sports, drama, etc.  as I follow her efforts 
as she progresses forward each year.  I relish the day that the opportunity would come to bring my other children here as well.

Quality school district
Nashoba is a top rated school district. Nashoba offers student a more rigorus curriculum as well as opportunities that other districts do not have.
My husband, Brian cote, is the Assistant Principal at the high school.  We currently live in Templeton, and considering our opions (public and private), we decided 
that the best option for Julia would be the Nashoba District.
Because of the great reputation of your school district.
I wanted more opportunity for my children.
I just wish I did this 15 year ago.
[I apologize in advance for the lengthy explanation] We did research on many of the school districts outside the Worcester School District; Auburn, Harvard, 
Acton/Boxboro, and NRSD.  We were impressed by each of these districts diverse curriculum and the level of learning which was offered. We applied for school 
choice seats in Auburn, Harvard and NRSD.  NRSD quickly became our choice when our younger daughter was able to secure a seat immediately at Luther 
Burbank (8th gr) for the fall of 2011. Our older daughter lost out in the lottery for a 10th gr seat, but we went on a waiting list and prayed that something would open 
up.  It did in mid-August of that year and in the fall of 2011, both daughters began attending schools in the NRSD.  There has been no looking back for us - we 
know this has been the right choice for them.  Our girls have and are receiving an outstanding education at LBMS and now both are at NRHS this year.  As parents 
we are so impressed with the respective schools' administration and  their investment in teachers and also their devotion to each student's academic success, but 
also we see an investment in students' as they grow into young adults and this is demonstrated through sports programs, clubs, counselors, assistance in testing 
I did school choice for Nashoba due to the fact that I felt he would be able to have a better education. My son had played basketball with other Nashoba children 
and to hear the parents talk about what the school district offered and not being heard in my own school district I jumped at the first chance that there was an 
opening in his grade.It did take a while (3yrs) but, I could not be more happy and wished that he had the chance to have attened even earlier. I just hope my other 
child will have the same chance. I would just like to say that from before my child even started the school year it has been so welcoming. The teachers have been 
able to teach my child in a way that I saw my son enjoying school again and put 110% back into it since he felt his teachers gave that. Thank you! I will keep watch 
and hope that there will be an opening for my other child in Lancaster soon.
Superior academic opportunities and dedicated faculty
Nashoba has an excellent academic reputation and it also offers many opportunities outside of the academic realm from which my child will benefit.  For example, 
Nashoba offers a wider variety of courses for my child to choose from.  Likewise, there are more opportunities for extra-curricular activities from which my son can 
choose to partake.
We moved to my hometown of Winchendon which is a small community.  The main reason for choosing NRHS was the opportunities the school system would 
provide - a quality education (which I believe Winchendon would not be able to provide), which include not only the academics, but as well as sport and student 
club options, peer tutoring, Freshman study skills class, et cetera),



My school choiced student has a sibling outside of the Nashoba District who I wish to school choice for 9th grade.  He is currently a 7th grader and I wish to wait 
until 9th grade because logistically it is too much to try and transport him to and from school in addition to my older child already at the High School.  I'm waiting 
and hoping that when my younger child is going into 9th grade (2014-2015) there will be a slot.  I just wanted to specify because I'm hoping school choice will 
continue to be available.  I chose to school choice my oldest child because I wanted a safer learning environment in a school district with a good academic 
reputation.  He wasn't blending especially well with the students he'd gone to school with for 8 years and I thought a change would be helpful.  Nashoba was close 
enough that we could get him there without too much trouble and it had a nice feel to it when I visited. Very specifically, Nashoba offers German as a foreign 
language and our sons' grandparents are German immigrants and my hope was for him to learn the language.  German isn't offered at many high schools.  Those 
were our reasons for seeking school choice into Nashoba Reg HS.  I'm hoping it will still be available for our 7th grader.  Thank You.
.Unhappy with Maynard school system and heard wonderful things about Nashoba's district.
Half day kindergarten and we liked the smaller scale of the school.
We chose nrsd because clinton did not offer 1/2 day kindergarten. We also liked the enrichment activities nashoba offered.  Our concern is will there be 
kindergarten openings in 3 years when our 2 year old starts school. We would like them to be at the same school and on the same time schedule.
We chose nrsd because clinton did not offer 1/2 day kindergarten. We also liked the enrichment activities nashoba offered.  Our concern is will there be 
kindergarten openings in 3 years when our 2 year old starts school. We would like them to be at the same school and on the same time schedule.
We wanted our children to have the opportunity to have a better education.
Nashoba Regional School District has a better academic performance record, comprised of three towns with better socio-economic conditions than the town I live 
in. My student needs to go to a better school, with kids interested in learning from interested teachers.
Chose this district because of the outstanding reputation it has from the education it offers along with the quality of staff it has.  On a personal note, having worked 
there many years ago, I always felt this system was the best out of all the systems I had been involved in.  So grateful we had this opportunity.
Our family lives on the Lancaster/Clinton line and Lancaster was a better choice both academically and socially for my son.

Nashoba Regional is a wonderful school with an excellent school rating.  We also had neighbors who went and are going there, and we car-pooled together. 
We have been very happy with NRHS.

Quality of education. Proximity. Availability.
I chose to school choice because of the outstanding quality of education in the Nashoba Regional School District.  I didn't feel my children were being challenged to 
their full potential in our home district.  The Nashoba Regional School District has been everything I was hoping it would be, and my children are thriving there.  Our 
family is very happy with our decision.
NRSD has higher standards for academic achievement and better administers its resources to meet its standards.
I am a teacher in the district, so it was much more convenient. Also, I live in Fitchburg, and I believe that the schools in the Nashoba Regional District are better in 
quality.
The Nashoba school district had a very good reputation for quality of education and there were a number of openings in the 3rd grade at the time.
excellent schools and staff at the middle school level in both Bolton (Florence Sawyer) and Lancaster (Luther-Burbank).
I believe that the Nashoba Regional School District is superior academically to the surrounding school districts.
I chose to school choice my child into this district because I am a teacher in this district.  I believe that it is a benefit to the district to allow teacher's children to 
attend the same school that we teach at for a number of reasons.  We have the same school calendar allowing us not to have to take unnecessary days when 
others cancel.  We can join committees and events before and after school which we may not be able to do due to child care and it is a testament to our schools 
that we believe in them enough to want our children here. I have another child who I would want to join our district as a kindergartner for the 2014-2015 school 
year.  I would really prefer that she join her sibling here at the same school.  If for some reason school choice was not available would it be an option for teacher's 
children to come to our district?  Would school choice be able to be available to siblings and then close?



In the box below please provide a brief explanation of why you chose to school choice out of your own school district.
not a very good academic record.  Nashoba has a great program and different levels of classes based on a child's aptitude
Unsatisfactory experiences with teachers and administrators.
Our school district, Leominster, we believe will not provide the stimulus and opportunity that NRSD can to our children. If not for school choice, we would 
be looking at private school options.
- We believe that our child performs better in an environment where the majority of the students are motivated to excel academically.
- both our children were participating in an accelerated program in middle school (LEAP or gifted and talented). Our current district did not offer these 
programs in 9-10th grade.
I have not heard good things about Leominster and even though we live on the edge of Leominster and Sterling, it was never a consideration that my son 
would ever go to Leominster schools.  I would have done school choice elsewhere if he was not able to attend in Bolton.  We consider ourselves very lucky 
and thankful that he is able to attend school in Bolton.  My son loves it, as do I!
Small size, less academic opportunities.
Our home district provides a sub-par education in a terrible environment.  We would fear for our students future and well being if they attended our home 
district.
The academic expectations and school social climate in my own town were not a good fit for my child.
See answer above
The educational opportunities at Nashoba far exceed those in our home district.  My daughter has made significant progress while her in the NRSD, 
overcoming many challenges faced in her home district.  I hope my son will be able to take advantage of a similar opportunity next year.
She felt that there wasn't a high level commitment to academics at her previous school and too many distractions in class.
Our town's school system needs an overhaul,  the dropout rate is much higher, test scores are lower.  We want the best opportunity for our child, which is 
not available in our town.
I chose Nashoba because I knew how great it was and for all the reasons above. I  am still hoping my 3 year old son would have a chance too.
While our elementary school does have some good teachers, my daughter was suffering both academically and socially.  She was fearful of attending the 
middle and high schools in our district and had a desire to leave.  I was also part of a school committee sub group that addressed the issue of so many 
leaving the district for other options.  The committee did not pursue the recommendations by the group members and it fell flat leaving me to think change 
would not be forth coming.  School choice is not for everyone but this has had a very positive effect and we are grateful for the opportunity.  I only hope my 
son will be able to enter the school district.
Too diverse and too easy to achieve high grades.  not academically challenging if a student just misses the "gifted and talented" program (a very limited 
program) - in which case they are placed in the main stream classes for all subjects.  Low standards for acceptable behavior.
state accreditation is in question and in probation for poor building quality and computer resources.
even the newest school building is in poor condition.
classroom resources are poor.
classroom sizes are very large.
Sadly, other districts do not measure up to Nashoba.  Our district is one that has many issues, even though many great people who are there work hard 
everyday with the resources they have.  A fresh start for us was beneficial, and has paid off.  For that we are grateful.  Please continue the SC program.  
It's about the kids.
Lower graduation rate to college. Lack of programs, including extracurricular as well as basic like arts etc.
same reason as above.
Clinton desperately needs to step up there educational system.  There is a lack of community involvement and feel to the system.
We were looking for a school system that put education first and not politics



Our own school district is too big.
My home district is too big in my opinion
Quality of education
We were looking for a bigger school district where our children could be challenged. We want them well prepared for college and know Nashoba School 
District is the place to succeed.
We live in an urban district that must deal with all the inherent problems that come with that designation.  I am also unfortunately aware of much of the 
dysfunction within the school system at an administrative level and at the instructional level.
Leominster Schools - need I say more? They are not anywhere near the academic standards that Nashoba has.
NRSD fits the needs of my children better than our own school district.
Poor communication, less of a well rounded curriculum, class size/ student teacher ratio.
Our son had a terrible experience in 4th grade at the Clinton Middle School.  He is a good student and never got into trouble.  He was bullied because he 
got good grades and was let down by the administration because they just ignored it.
We currently live in the town of Clinton and never had plans to live in the town indefinitely. We plan to eventually relocate to Bolton and do not want to 
disrupt our children's education or social ecosystem with a move between schools. The poor housing market has postponed these plans. We are grateful 
that our oldest daughter has been able to participate in this program to date, and she loves both the school and her friends. Bolton is a great town and 
we've made a number of friends as a result of our daughter attending Florence Sawyer. We hope it will be possible for our youngest daughter to have the 
same opportunity this year.
In my current school district I do not see students exhibiting the behaviors I expect of students, nor I do not see students being challenged academically.  
My child that is currently not in NRSD does not have the enrichment or access to resources and extracurricular activities afforded to my other child in 
NRSD.   Although there is some strong parent involvement in my school district, I see a more apathetic interest from parents regarding their child’s 
schooling expectations and these are not values that I share.
We are looking to move to Lancaster/ Bolton and wanted to begin schooling our children in the district while our house is on the market. We found that our 
current district has no specials in the early years of elementary school and we feel this is important to provide creative learning opportunities to foster the 
development of interests and talents. Access to technology is lacking in our home district in the lower elementary years as well. We were looking for our 
children to have acces to computers and begin learning these important skills
They were horrible with children with behavioral challenges
We were concerned with the reductions in staff, increasing class sizes, internal challenges at middle school age, and the lack of funding made available 
through the town even though we have voted continually to support the schools.
Poor ranking of the Clinton School District academically as compared to the NRSD which we feel very fortunate to have our kids a part of.  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback.  We're hopeful that  school choice will continue to be an option for the benefit of families like ours.
Our school district includes a high number of special education students and ELLs which is where most of our funding is allocated.
see above



The biggest objection we have is sending a child to middle
school in 4th grade. We have been happy with full day
Kindergarten and have had a wonderful teacher.  What we
find lacking is music,gym computer education. There has 
been a lot of change in principals and leadership which 
has not led to a stable feeling. This year both the principal
and assistant principal of the elementary school are
retiring. Again more change in leadership.
This is a very difficult question to answer.  Although the Clinton school system has a lot of excellent teachers and their elementary school has a very good 
reputation, my concerns for the older grades made me look into school choice.  At the time we were starting the school age years, the NRSD district only 
allowed acceptance into Kindergarten and then not again until 6th Grade. 

Also there is no half day kindergarten option in Clinton, which would have been very hard for my child to adjust to, coming from only 2 half days of 
preschool/week.
The differentiated learning opportunities found at MRE, commitment to parent involvement, and the flexible options of both full and part time kindergarten.
Same as above.
The resources are more constrained in the school district within which I reside, which results in a relatively limited education experience.
Clinton struggles with English as Second Language kids catching up. This leaves advanced children to fend for themselves while others catch up.

I feel blessed to have been chosen for school choice in NRSD and wish the same opportunities to others. Possibly cutting back number of students vs 
dropping completely?

My only hope is that you let in sibling of students already enrolled in NRSD to keep families together.
We did not feel that the curriculum was challenging enough for our children.  Also, there seemed to be too much inconsistency and instability in the local 
system.
My child was not in a friendly learning environment.  She was being bullied, and nothing was being done about it.  Going to school daily was nearly 
impossible due to the issues she was facing.  She would refuse to leave in the morning, and she would come home crying each and every day.  The 
environment put her into such stress that she broke down horribly in this environment.  I believe they were a major influence in regards to her anxiety, and 
that is the reason she is not trying her hardest.  The education she was receiving was not meeting state standards also.  While in talks with her therapist it 
was explained to me that I do have options in regards to her educational environment.  She told me of the smaller class sizes and the higher standards of 
education and the caring staff.
I am VERY afraid of the thought of sending her younger sister into this environment this coming fall.
We chose to school choice out of our own district because we felt our boys weren't bring challenged to their complete potential.  We also chose to school 
choice out of or district because of the large class sizes that were here in town. Another reason we chose to leave our district was the better education and 
the skilled teachers.
We chose to school choice out of our own district because we felt our boys weren't bring challenged to their complete potential.  We also chose to school 
choice out of or district because of the large class sizes that were here in town. Another reason we chose to leave our district was the better education and 
the skilled teachers.
Related to above, Nashoba schools are simply much better than Clinton schools.



-lack of materials
-minimal professional development
-"skeleton" staff
-minimal administration
-rare enrichment
-apathetic teachers
-no afterschool activities
-no differentiation of curriculum
My child lost interest in learning because he was not challenged.
Previous children, now graduated, received poor educational support.
Full-time kindergarten program not available and the special education program was less inclusive as the one at Nashoba.
The school in the town where we live is small and doesn't offer our children as many opportunities as Nashoba.
We chose to school choice our two children because we felt that our district was not meeting their needs.   We are extremely pleased with the Nashoba 
Regional School District .
After some investigation it was clear the Clinton School District is struggling to meet state standards. It was also apparent that there was no real plan in 
motion to change their status. Since then Clinton has been forced to drop their art and music programs. I believe that they will have to continue to make 
cuts in their programs to stay in budget.
Our school district is Wachusett. Where our home is in Sterling their commute one way would be 45 minutes on their bus ride at 6:30 a.m. I can make a 
round trip to NRHS in this time. We also felt that the administration was failing the children at Wachusett by not having a handle on the expenses and 
budget, but more importantly their academic sizes, decline in academic rankings, and their two school philosophy in one school.  Also, having two boys 
would not allow them the many opportunities that they have to play sports like they do at Nashoba.
The school where we live don't fit for my child, nor prep school.  The Nashoba gives motivation and challenge to my child and wonderful educations. Also, 
more importantly the faculties are all wonderful and give great roll model to the students.
He has been attending Lancaster schools for years and doesn't like Clinton schools.
Our residential district has class sizes of 35+, poor college preparation, and a high number of discipline problems.
Academics
Very disappointed in the middle school and high school in our own district. Also the overall numbers/statistics. Wanted more opportunities for our children.
My husband and I felt that our district could not offer what NRSD could.  Our son attended kindergarten in our district.  Although he enjoyed the experience 
we, as parents did not. We felt there was a significant focus on students who were academically challanged with little time spent to support  and foster 
those children that were excelling academically.   I was most displeased with the administration, lack of transparency and what seemed like somewhat of 
an advaserial relationship between school staff and parents.
Bigger school - less teacher /student interaction

Fewer class choices than Nashoba

Higher standards/academic expectations at Nashoba

We believe that a high quality education goes hand in hand with  parent, teacher, and community involvement.  Unfortunately, our town has inherent 
challenges when it comes to combining these efforts.  While our school system has a good test based rating, it has become apparent these challenges 
hamper the overall progress and quality of the system.



We school choiced out of Leominster.  I was not comfortable with the performance of Leominster schools or with the make-up of the kindergarten 
classrooms. They apparently use a "role model" format where about half the class is considered "role models" while - I was told - the other half includes 
students that have behavioral IEPs or have general disciplinary concerns.  I was also told that in these classrooms, most of the teachers' attention is taken 
up by the latter group of students while the so-called role models don't receive the attention they deserve.  I didn't feel that this was the best learning 
environment for my daughter and I wanted to give her the best possible start to her school career.
The reasons behind our decision to school choice our two children was logistics.  Since I work within the district and live far from the district it was the only 
viable option that our family had.  If my wife and I were going to keep our jobs than my children were going to have to commute with me to school.

Worcester Public Schools are underperforming.
We live a good distance away, so the decision to leave was not made lightly.  And we were not necessarily unhappy with how she had been doing in our 
home district, but really felt when she got to middle school, that the opportunities in the NRSD far outweighed the downside that would come from all the 
extra driving for extracurricular activities, sports, etc.  Now having done it, I couldn’t be more thrilled.  She has flourished here.   She plays field hockey, 
participates in the Best Buddies program and wants to do the EMT program.  
Selfishly, I clearly hope that siblings and/or teachers children are afforded the opportunity for their children to be part of the district that we all believe in, 
work hard for, as we just want the best for all our kids!
The grade size was very small resulting in only one class for the entire grade.  The class seemed to have several children with control issues so the 
teacher was spending more time trying to control the class than teaching.
I chose to school choice my daughter out of Hudson for several reasons.  

1.  I was not comfortable with the 8th grade being intergrated into the high school when the new school was built. 

2.  My daughter has always been intrigued by the EMT program and other amazing  opportunities the Nashoba offers their students.

3. Having the opportunity to work for the district for several years (before school choicing into the district)  I was able to see the quality of the education that 
Nashoba offers and I continue to be impressed by the faculty and students we have.

4.  I was not happy with the block scheduling system that Hudson has at the high school level.

5.  Not as important...but still somewhat...the sports program  at Hudson has a "no cut" policy. I feel students who put the time and effort into a sport and 
strive to excel should be rewarded playing time and the opportunty to represent their school.
Frankly, the Narragansett School District is an under-performing district, with many negative issues and problems.  My husband and I are both educators, 
and though we are active in the town politics/voting, we knew that sending her to school in this district would be unacceptable because the issues are not 
being addressed.  We have discussed moving in the future, but it is difficult when are both very happy with our home, yet not necessarily happy with the 
school system.
Was very dsappointed in the action of some of the faculty, and the behavior of the children and how it was handled. My child was missing out because of 
misbehaved uncontrolled children.
My chid in a IEP and she was not getting appropriate attention because of troubled kids in her class. She is a child that trys hard and cares about school.



[I apologize in advance for the lengthy explanation] For one year, both our daughters attended a public school in the Worcester School district (9th gr, 7th 
gr) where the learning environment was not conducive to learning .  Their teachers had a very challenging time managing students' disruptive behavior to 
the extent that the teacher would "give up" teaching for the day, because they simply "couldn't teach in that kind of classroom". Students who actually went 
to school because they wanted to learn (like my daughters and a small minority) were not given the opportunity to do so.  When students were able to be 
taught, curriculum was "dummied down" to accommodate the overall student body's learning level.  Consequently, my daughters were not challenged and 
they were not provided the opportunity to learn more advanced and challenging curriculum. We knew we had to change the tide of this as we began to see 
a complacency in their learning and study habits.  They didn't need to study for tests, spend any time writing essays, or preparing projects because they 
could get an easy A without studying or putting forth much effort.  In fact because of "extra credit points", quite often they scored over 100%;  extra credit 
I felt that in the early years the teachers worked so hard and the children loved to learn, but by middle school I saw a change. I saw it become all about 
MCAS and nothing else. I saw teachers not like what they were doing. I had issues with teachers who would stop teaching do to classes being out of 
control and I saw my son stuck in the middle. When I would bring things up at parent teacher meetings, through emails or phone calls I would hear the 
same things," Your child is a hard worker and if they could all be like him." I also heard that some people have been doing this for 30 years and they know 
what they are doing and he would have to stay in that class." The problem was that the standards went down and the education was missing in middle 
school. I felt that no matter how much I tried to get them to look at what was going on with my child no one would listen and the teachers that did, had there 
hands tied.
My child's performance was suffering in our district's learning enviroment.  We have seen a substantial improvement in her grades since transfering to 
NRSD in the 8th grade
The school in the town where we reside is small and does not offer as many courses or extra-curricular activities to choose from.
Three main reasons for opting for school choice - 1)  a quality education, 2) not having grown up in Winchendon, my child would be viewed and treated as 
an outsider (one of the drawbacks to living in a small community), and 3)  my other child is special needs and I felt a heightened importance of my daughter 
being known for who she is, not being the sibling of an autistic student which inevitably occurs.
Leominster High School was/is undergoing construction.  We felt this would be a distraction to learning.  I'm concerned about the overall safety and peer 
influence at Leominster High School.  I feel the school is very large and wanted something smaller, not small.  I'm not especially pleased with the reputation 
of Leominster High School and my plan was always to look for another option for my children if it was available.
Unhappy with Maynard lack of response to reach out and support Jean-Luc when he was struggling with his academics. I tried everything until I realized 
they really didn't care.
No half day kindergarten as an option.
we chose to school choice out of clinton because our daughter was not adjusting to full day kindergarten and clinton did not offer 1/2 day.  She adjusted 
right away and loved florence sawyer since day 1.  Thank you for the opportunity.
we chose to school choice out of clinton because our daughter was not adjusting to full day kindergarten and clinton did not offer 1/2 day.  She adjusted 
right away and loved florence sawyer since day 1.  Thank you for the opportunity.
We didn't feel that our children were being challenged in our school district.
I live in the Clinton school district, and the Nashoba school system is superior to Clinton in all areas, it isn't close.
This district does not even compare to our own district.  Many reasons, we moved from a small town and Bolton has alot of similarties.  The fact that this 
district as a K-8 system, is outstanding.  It is beneficial for the younger along with the older.
My son had a very bad experience at Clinton Middle School in 4th grade.  He is a good student and was bullied because he got good grades.
I was not happy with other peoples experience at LHS and had problems with the administration.  
It has been undergoing renovations for the past 3 years which I thought could be disruptive to a high school education.
Funding cuts. Town did not pass over ride. Programs for advanced students not a focus anymore. Curriculum and finances were more focused on state 
mandated MCAS and special ed standards. Cuts to sports programs and other extra curriculars.



I didn't feel my children were being challenged to their full potential in our home district.  I also felt that our district had a widespread bullying problem that 
made my children feel unsafe at school sometimes. I had always been very involved at my children's schools, but I started to feel that the district wasn't 
fully committed to moving forward with improving some of these issues.
Town has failed to raise taxes to close gap on school budget. Poor administration and allocation of funds.
See above
There were severe behavioral issues with an inordinate high number of students in my son's class.
Discipline problems and general lower school ranking.
Leominster High School is undergoing major renovations that will take several years to complete.  I do not think this is the best learning environment.
I chose to school choice out of my own district because I am a teacher in our district.  The above reasons are why.


